7 Steps Strategy
Remember guys, the purpose of this strategy is to make it as simple as possible. This
ensures you can implement it and actually see results. I’ll give you a quick overview and
then I will go into detail, step by step. So you understand the process. There is a lot of micro
steps within each stage of this strategy, but do not worry about those just yet as they are
explained in the training. Below this video/text find tools that you will need.
Step 1: You identify a niche by finding a problem or solution a certain group of people are
looking for (don’t worry, this is easier than you think).
Step 2: You set up the basic framework of your website, consisting of a single page and
some legal pages. (Nothing complicated here because we want you to move forward fast!)
Step 3: You set up a You Tube channel and start producing tutorial-based videos, software
tutorials, how-to videos and so on. (Don’t panic about creating these, it is dead easy!)
Step 4: All your videos are linked to a landing page where visitors come and check out your
own training recommendations.
Step 5: Visitors put in their email address and they are then forwarded to an affiliate offer
where you make a commission when they buy it.
Step 6: The automated email series you set up will follow up with additional offers where
you make more commissions.
Step 7: Rinse and Repeat! Continue to make more videos for You Tube. The more videos
you have, the more views, traffic, leads and sales will come in.
That is all there is to it, guys. This may seem too simple to be true but here is the secret,
keep it super simple and you see results faster.
Too many people over complicate things with fancy tools, plugins and software. Do not
over complicate things with needless steps, actions and processes which do not matter at
this stage. If you are confused at this point, do not worry. This training will literally walk you
through every single click. If you stick with this and you work hard then you will see results,
but it depends on you doing the work. Success does not come out of nowhere. It comes
from hard work!

Tools and services that can help you or you will need:
1. WP Engine hosting and domain name > click here
2. Page builder Thrive Architect > click here
3. GetResponse autoresponder > click here
4. Easy video creator InVideo > click here
5. Turn text to voice with AI engine Speechelo > click here

6. Rank on page #1 in 60 seconds and get instant targeted visitors > click here
7. Thumbnail Blaster You Tube thumbnail creator > click here
8. VidIQ You Tube app for more views > click here
9. Get help with Fiverr 5$ freelancers > click here
10. Register for FREE on CPA The Performance marketing Network > click here

